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Abstract. The best-effort service model of the Internet is unsuitable
for multimedia applications which require a smooth and flexible packet
transmission rate. TCP is unable to provide such a sending rate due to it’s
strict adherence to congestion control. TCP-friendly-rate-control(TFRC)
is a promising end-to-end rate control algorithm for multimedia traffic.
TFRC based data-limited applications cannot grab the available band-
width and are continually beaten at the competition by other TCP flows.
We propose a new framework which alleviates this problem by packet pri-
oritization.Depending on the encoded media streaming often requires a
sharp rate change which is not permitted by TFRC. We address this
problem by keeping an account of the unused share when the flow is
sending at a rate below the fair share and use it at a later time when a
quick rate increase is required.
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1 Introduction

Historically the Internet only provides best-effort delivery of packets. This model
is suitable for elastic applications like large file transmission and email where
the variation of sending rate have little or no effect on user perception. How-
ever this is inappropriate for multimedia applications like audio-video conferenc-
ing, streaming media etc. These applications require smooth and flexible packet
transmission rate while tolerating few packet losses. For this reason some sort
of resource reservation has been well sought after in order to keep the delay
variation (jitter) in packet reception within some maximum threshold. A large
number of research and development have been made under the framework of
Quality-of-Service (QoS) for ensuring guaranteed throughput and delay [1],[2].
Unfortunately due to various reasons these frameworks have not yet seen any
widespread deployment in the public Internet. As such, multimedia applications
have learnt to adapt their sending rates to various network conditions. The role
of the transport protocols like TCP and UDP are utmost important towards
providing a satisfactory user experience for these rate adaptive applications.

TCP’s congestion control mechanism has played a vital role for the success
of todays Internet [3]. By limiting the sending rate of flows, congestion con-
trol ensures a fair and efficient sharing of resources for TCP based flows. This



proactive rate control contributes to widespread jitter when the application’s
required sending rate mismatches with TCP’s allowable sending rate. Although
techniques like client side buffering helps to a certain extend, this is a major ob-
stacle for the future deployment of TCP based multimedia applications over the
Internet. On the other hand, UDP which doesn’t have any congestion control, is
a viable alternative transport protocol which can be exploited to send packets
at the application’s desired rate. But in most of the times applications cannot
use UDP due to Firewalls and NATs (network address translation). Moreover
widespread deployment of UDP traffic is a threat to the fair and efficient sharing
of resources in the Internet. The Internet Architechture Board(IAB) has already
raised its concern about this issue[4]. As such during the last few years a num-
ber of research have been done to find a middle ground between the flexibility
of UDP based data transmission and the confinement of TCP based ones.

Today most traffic in the Internet is TCP based. In order to be good network
citizens other applications are required to be friendly with TCP flows. TCP
friendly rate control protocol(TFRC) [5] has gained much attention and has
been incorporated into the newly standardized Datagram Congestion Control
Protocol(DCCP) [6]. However TFRC has yet to become an appropriate rate
control algorithm for multimedia flows [7]. TFRC focuses on smooth sending
rate at the cost of avoiding any sharp rate change which is often required by
streaming applications. In this paper we try to illustrate some of the drawback
of TFRC and describe a framework which is suitable for streaming applications.
Streaming applications are data limited in the sense that they often cannot utilize
the available bandwidth. The key idea is to keep track of this unused share and
try to reuse it in a TCP friendly manner at times when needed. We use token
bucket based packet marking to keep track of the unused share. One particular
problem with TFRC is that when a data limited application is sending at a rate
which is lower than the fair share, the flow continues to loose its fair share as
other greedy flows try to grab the unused share. We use packet prioritazation to
tackle this problem.

This paper provides an overview of the area of research for my PhD and
is organized as follows. In Section 2 a brief discussion on Quality-of-Service
(Qos), streaming applications, and the notion of TCP friendliness is presented.
In Section 3 the problem statement and proposed framework is described. Since
this is an on going project in Section 4 the current status and future work of the
project is described.

2 Background

2.1 Quality-of-Service

Quality-of-Service(QoS) in the Internet referes to the ability to deliver packets
with a previously agreed delay and throughput varation. This implies having
different levels of service for Internet traffic, to support various types of applica-
tions. Integrated Services(Intserv) [8] and Differentiated Services (Diffserv) [1]
are two well established frameworks for introducing QoS on a best-effort network.



The Intserv architechture allocates resources to individual flows by a resource
reservation protocol, whereas the DiffServ divides the traffic into a small number
of classes and allocates resources on a per-class basis. In diffserv only boundary
nodes (edge routers) at the edge of the network classify traffic and mark packets,
the interior nodes (core routers) use the forwarding classes encoded in the packet
header to determine the treatment of the packets. In contrast, Integrated services
requires all nodes to perform packet classification to identify packets from re-
served flows and schedule them with per-flow queueing. Diffserv defines a per-hop
behaviour and an overall architechture leaving service defination on the hands
of service providers. As such there is no well defined end-to-end services like
frame-relay’s committed informaton rate (CIR) with diffserv. Providing end-to-
end CIR in diffserv requires a predefined service-level-agreement (SLA) between
all the envolved ISPs from source to destination, a daunting task indeed [9]. No
wonder despite the simplicity and scalability promised by diffserv architecture,
deployment of QoS mechanisms in the public Internet remains sparse [10]. Lack
of QoS has made the multimedia applications more adaptive to changing re-
sources. But when this adaptibility is coined with a transport protocol having
its own rate control mechanism, the task becomes more challenging.

2.2 Nature of Streaming

Bandwidth of a connection changes as new flows start and stop on the shared
bottleneck link. Streaming servers usually keep multiple levels of encoded media
suitable for different sending rates. Upon establishing the connection with the
client, the server uses some packet-pair based bandwidth probing technique to
calculate the available bandwidth and chooses the appropriate media encoding
rate for streaming. The server switches between buffering and streaming mode.
It starts with the buffering mode by sending at a higher rate to quickly fillout the
client side media buffer upto a threshold. Afterwards the client starts depleteing
the media buffer for playout while the server switches to streaming mode and
keeps sending at the previously choosen encoding rate. At regular intervals the
server monitors the available bandwidth and packet loss rate and changes the
media encoding rate accordingly. At times of congestion the client side media
buffer may get emptied below the threshold level and eventually the client will
stop playing. In order to refill the media buffer quickly, the server switches to
buffering mode again. This event of rebuffering is undesirable and directly affects
the user perception of streaming.

Unlike large file transmission applications streaming applications cannot grab
the available bandwidth and send at a variable rate. Often these applications are
happy sending at a fixed unfluctuating lower rate than a possible much higher
but abrapt rate. We call these sort of applications as data-limited as they don’t
have enough data to saturate the available bandwith.

The media codec may encode the media as a variable rate bit stream. Voice
codec often use silence supression, where the media goes completely idle for some
time while one side listens to what other side has to say. In video codecs when
there is a major motion or change of scene the codec encodes more data and



the stream bit rate may vary upto a factor of ten. These abrupt changes in the
transmission rate is problematic for any congestion control algorithm which only
promotes gradual increase in rate.

An ideal framework for streaming traffic should ensure the following two QoS:

– Smooth Transmission Rate: Regardless of the sending rate the application
must be able to sustain that rate as long as it is consuming a fair share of
resources.

– Allow Quick Rate Change: Variable rate bit stream requires the ability to
change rates in short time. This must be allowed without overshooting the
network’s bottleneck bandwidth in an unfair manner.

2.3 Transport Protocol for Streaming

The predominant transport protocol for streaming media is Real-Time Transport
Protocol(RTP) [11]. RTP is not a complete protocol like TCP and UDP and it
usually runs on top of UDP, and is not required to respond to network congestion
like TCP. Applications using RTP have some freedom to adjust their response
to variations in network transit delay, packet loss and congestion based on their
needs. RTP exposes the underlying packet loss behaviour of the network to the
applications, allowing them to choose how to response to loss. Moreover the
RTP framework provides framing, sequencing, timestaming, payload and user
identitiy, and reception quality feedback by means of the accompanied RTP
Control Protocol (RTCP). But as the amount of applications using UDP is
growing, concern has been raised that the primitive congestion control algorithms
employed in these applications are not sufficient and may lead to a ’congestion
collapse’ in the Internet [12].

On the other hand streaming applications very often use TCP when UDP
cannot be used due to firewalls and network address translation (NAT) employed
at end user routers, as is the case in most broadband networks. A robust conges-
tion control algorithm is used in TCP to adapt the transmission rate to avail-
able bandwidth and to ensure that bandwidth is shared approximately equally
among flows. The additive-increase-multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) [13] based
rate control is appropriate for large file transmission as the application doesn’t
care about the rate fluctuation while the data has been transmitted. The rapid
changes in sending rate enforced by AIMD congestion control algorithm of TCP
causes significant disruption to the media playout. Moreover the in-order deliv-
ery of packets by TCP stalls the delivery of other data packets to the application
until the gap of the missing packet has been filled by retransmission at a slower
rate.

There have been many proposals for new congestion control algorithm to
provide smooth sending rate for multimedia applications. Among these, TCP-
Friendly rate control(TFRC) [5] is the most mature rate control algorithm taken
seriously by the research community and has been adopted as an alternative
congestion control algorithm in the newly standardized Datagram Congestion
Control Protocol(DCCP) [14]. TFRC uses the TCP equation [15] to limit the



upper bound of sending rate but unlike TCP, maintains smoothness by respond-
ing slowly on average loss rather than a single loss. TFRC requires four to eight
round-trip-times(RTT) to halve its sending rate in response to persistent con-
gestion whereas TCP requires only one RTT. This slow responseness is balanced
by a considerable slower increase in sending rate than that of TCP, of about
0.14 packets per RTT [16]. This situation is at odds with the variable bit rate
stream which occasionaly needs a sharp increase in sending rate. Moreover when
a TFRC flow is sending below it’s share of the link it will be subject to loss more
than it induces as TCP is more aggressive than TFRC. The implication is that
data-limited flows which are less bandwidth hungry will be penalized, and this
is unfortunate, since it provides a disincentive for saving bandwidth.

3 A New Framework: Streaming Congestion Control

3.1 Problem Statement

TFRC lacks Quality-of-Service (QoS). It only makes sure that TFRC flows re-
main friendly to TCP flows and provide smooth sending rate by reacting slowly
on packet loss. On the other hand when flows are sending at a rate which is be-
low the fair share, it is often the victim of ’use it or lose it’ principle of Internet
as greedy flows grab the unused bandwidth and push the TCP friendly flow to
retract.

3.2 Solution: Streaming Congestion Control Framework

Fare share of bandwidth means an equal share of the bandwidth. Data limited
applications cannot utilize the fair share when there is not enough data to send.
We use differentiated services assured forwarding framework [17] to make sure
that the flow gets its required share when sending at a rate which is below the
fair share and can often reuse the unused share. Leaky bucket tagger is used to
keep track of the unused bandwidth as tokens. Leaky bucket is a well known
algorithm for rate shapping and it is configured with a token generation rate
and bucket depth. Each packet passing through the tagger must collect a token
for transmission. If the token generation rate is faster than the packet arrival
rate at the tagger then tokens get accumulated up to the bucket depth level.
We calculate the fair share of the flow in bytes/s using TFRC and generate the
tagger’s tokens at this rate. When the application is sending at a rate below
the fair share, tokens are accumulated in the bucket and we mark the packets
as Green which has high priority. These high priority packets have lower drop
probability in the core routers and/or receiver’s loss rate calculation procedure.
When the flow is sending above the fair share, provided there are tokens in the
bucket, the packets are marked as Yellow which has bit higher drop precedence
than the Green ones. All other flows are marked as Red which has the highest
drop precedence. The algorithm is presented below:



if(send_rate < fair_share )

mark packets Green

else if(send_rate > fair_share && token >0 )

mark packets Yellow

else

mark packets Red

We use this framework for flows based on TFRC. All other flows are not consid-
ered.

One difficulty with token bucket tagger is in setting the depth of the bucket.
If we set the bucket depth too large then the flow might overshoot the network
by sending more packets while it has been already sending at a rate above its
fair share. On the other hand if we set the bucket depth too small then we might
not utilize the unused share properly. We decided to calculate the bucket depth,
D in bytes whenever a packet is received using the following formula:

D = fair_share * (k*RTT),

where k = 1,2,3,4 or 5, and

RTT = Round-Trip-Time estimation

We have done experiments with different values of k and decided to choose
the right value between 1 to 5 based upon the measured RTT range.

Another component of this framework is the handling of the marked packets.
The design permits using diffserv(DS) enabled core routers where packets are
droped/delayed probabilistically based on their tags. This require deployment
of DS-enabled routers at the core which might not be possible immediately over
the global Internet. In that case the core router’s dropping machanisms can be
placed at the receiver’s end.

4 Current Status and Future Work

The framework is being implemented using ns-2 network simulator. The TFRC
sender module has been modified to interact with the token bucket tagger. The
core router’s packet dropping algorithm is being tuned to meet the desired ob-
jective of the framework. This allows differential treatment of packets based
upon the marked tag. This algorithm drops more RED marked packets than the
GREEN ones. Early experiments show that the approach is effective when the
flow is data-limited like most streaming applications. The future work is to im-
plement router algorithms to send explicit feedback to the end host so that the
sender can change rate much more aggressively without causing congestion. A
java based prototype streaming system is being designed to test the framework
by streaming audio-video files.
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